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START RAMP



Australia’s top international rally driver Chris Atkinson 
has made a shock team switch for this year’s FIA Asia 
Pacifi c Rally Championship and will drive an Indian-
run Skoda on his home event in Queensland in May.
 The MRF team, based in Chennai, India, has signed 
Atkinson to drive a Skoda Fabia S2000 against the arch-rival 
Malaysian Proton factory squad, for which the 32-year-old 
competed over the past two seasons.
 He will compete with Belgian co-driver Stefan 
Prevot in round three of the Asia Pacifi c Championship at the 
International Rally of Queensland, based at Caloundra, north 
of Brisbane, on 25 - 27 May.
 It will be the only Australian appearance this season 
for the former Subaru World Rally Team star and promises 
that the Asia Pacifi c region’s two best teams will stage a 
fi erce battle with their four world-class drivers and cars.
Atkinson will have no time to contemplate Queensland or the 
other Asia Pacifi c rounds.

 Proton won the 2011 FIA Asia-Pacifi c Rally 
Championship, but despite Atkinson taking three of the six 
rounds the driver’s title went to his team-mate Alister McRae.
With Junior World Rally Champion Per-Gunnar Andersson of 
Sweden taking over his Proton seat this season, Atkinson’s 
plans were a well-kept secret until last week’s surprise 
announcement by MRF.
 The International Rally of Queensland, on forest 
roads Atkinson has known well since he started his rally 
driving career in an old Toyota Corolla in 2000, will be a 
crucial event in his quest to win the 2012 Asia Pacifi c series 
for MRF.
 The team won the championship in 2003, 2005 and 
2010, but last year its production-based Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evolutions struggled for pace against the purpose-built 
Proton Satria S2000s of Atkinson and McRae.
 MRF has responded by purchasing two Skoda 
Fabias of the same S2000 specifi cation from Belgium for 
Atkinson and Indian Rally Champion Guarav Gill. The Skoda 
is a proven model, having won the Super 2000 World Rally 
Championship and Europe’s Intercontinental Rally Challenge 

last year.
 Praising Atkinson as a “formidable driver” MRF team 
principal Tony Rodricks said: “Atkinson, with an aggressive 
attitude and (as) a highly-rated professional with vast 
experience in the diverse terrain of the APRC, is the right 
choice for MRF’s quest for the title, as he has also been 
driving the Proton S2000 for the past two years.”
 Chris Atkinson is Australia’s most successful 
international rally driver. After a rapid rise through the 
domestic ranks, he won the Asia-Pacifi c Super 1600 Class 
Championship for Suzuki in 2003 and 2004. With Subaru 
from 2004 to 2008, he contested 67 World Championship 
rallies, won 40 special stages, fi nished on the podium six 
times and scored best results of second-outright in Mexico 
and Argentina.
 Although he currently lives in Monaco to be close 
to the European rally scene, the Gold Coaster retains 
strong links to home, including long-standing membership 
of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club, which organises the 
International Rally of Queensland.
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SERVICE PARK



At Rally Portugal this month the Prodrive WRC Team 
will introduce more than 100 modifi cations to improve 
the performance of the MINI John Cooper Works WRC. 
The enhancements are being homologated under the 
FIA regulations and will be available to fi t to all MINI 
WRCs.
 Prodrive has been running a development 
programme on the MINI WRC since October last year, using 
data it has gathered from running its own cars and a further 
dozen customer MINIs in championships across Europe and 
the Middle East.
 A major focus has been development of the 1.6 
litre turbo engine, with a result that the newly homologated 
engine has a three per cent increase in peak power. To 
achieve this, Prodrive has redesigned the induction system 
with a new restrictor and restrictor feed, while the engine 
cooling system has been made more effi cient, with the 
introduction of an electrically-operated water pump, which 
not only reduces parasitic losses, but enables the engine 

temperature to be more accurately controlled and in turn the 
knock control optimised. Without a belt-driven water pump 
the alternator has been moved and the whole area around 
the drive belt made more robust, with a shorter drive belt 
which is simpler to change. With all these modifi cations, 
the engine management system software and associated 
electronics have been upgraded with optimised fail safe 
modes and enhanced driver and co-driver in-car displays.
 The only visual change to the MINI WRC is the front 
bumper, which has been remodelled using CFD to improve 
engine cooling and the car’s aerodynamic performance. The 
new front splitter design allows the car to run at lower ride 
heights on rough gravel surfaces, reducing airfl ow under the 
car and increasing front-end downforce.
 Prodrive has worked with suspension partner, 
Ohlins, to improve the performance of its dampers on rough 
surfaces with the new units giving the car greater stability 
and traction while running on gravel. The team has also 
developed a heavy duty suspension package specifi cally for 
use on very rough events like Greece.
 For the fi rst time, a lithium-ion battery can be run 
on the MINI. This not only gives a signifi cant weight saving 

of more than 7kg over the lead-acid battery it replaces, but 
has a 20 stage kilometre life in the event of an alternator 
or drive-belt failure, compared to just 2 km previously. 
Through further modifi cations on the car including a new 
manufacturing process for the construction of the carbon 
fi bre rear wing, Prodrive has managed to reduce the base 
weight of the MINI WRC by 10kg, which allows more ballast 
to be strategically placed to improve the balance of the car.
 Prodrive WRC Team drivers, Kris Meeke and Dani 
Sordo, shared four days in southern Spain last week testing 
the new car and according to team principal, Dave Wilcock, 
the improvements were very noticeable. He said: “Both 
drivers were really pleased with the developments and 
could feel the increase in performance both directly from 
the engine and in the dynamic behaviour of the car over 
the rough stages. This is a signifi cant step forward for the 
MINI WRC, but our development work hasn’t stopped and 
the engineering team are already looking at the next set of 
improvements for later this year.”
 The Prodrive WRC Team will next compete at Rally 
Portugal on 29 March – 1 April with Dani Sordo and Patrik 
Sandell.
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PARC FERME



The race for the 2012 Intercontinental Rally Challenge 
(IRC) crown is showing no signs of slowing down. 
Fresh from the thrilling season-opening SATA Rallye 
Açores last month, crews now head to the island of 
Gran Canaria for the fi rst asphalt event of the year, 
Rally Islas Canarias El Corte Inglés.
 A counting round of the IRC since 2010, the rally 
has undergone signifi cant change for this season with an 
expanded route increasing the overall competitive distance 
by some 50km and adding a further three stages to the 
itinerary. While the two night stages that provided a huge 
test in 2011 no longer appear on the schedule, the rally 
will continue to create a major challenge with six of the 
15 stages more than 20km in length. In contrast the Gran 
Canaria stage measures just 1.50km. The test is based at 
Gran Canaria’s karting club and proved a big hit with fans 
last year on its return to the itinerary following several years 
away. It will be dusk when the stage begins on Friday to 
signal the end of the opening day’s action.
 With the stages frequently climbing and descending, 
drivers have to pay close attention to the speed they carry 
and the line they take for each corner to ensure optimal 
momentum is maintained at all times. That also makes 
precise car set-up and pacenote accuracy vital.
 One of the other notable features of the stages 

is the abrasive surface, which is partly constructed from 
volcanic lava. It means grip levels are high and in the event 
of rain will remain constant, although tyre wear can be 
at a premium as a result. However, because there is little 
opportunity to take ‘cuts’ through corners, the road surface 
remains relatively clean and consistent and the risk of 
punctures is reduced.
 Defending IRC Champion Andreas Mikkelsen will be 
among the favourites for fi rst place on Rally Islas Canarias El 
Corte Inglés. Although his three IRC wins to date have come 
on gravel-based rallies, the Skoda UK Motorsport driver has 
become a formidable force on Tarmac.
 Asphalt is also the surface on which Jan Kopecký 
excels. After missing out on an Açores’ entry, the Czech ace 
will be anxious to make up lost ground in the title battle in 
his Skoda Motorsport Fabia.
 Skoda Auto Deutschland’s Sepp Wiegand shone 
on his IRC debut in the Açores last month, fi nishing fourth 
overall following a close battle with fellow German Fabia 
driver Hermann Gassner Jr of the Red Bull Team. Both rising 
talents will be competing in Canarias for the fi rst time. 
 Following his dominant class victory on his home 
event, SATA Rallye Açores, last month Ricardo Moura will 
be bidding to make it two wins in a row at the wheel of 
his Ralliart Mitsubishi Lancer. However, Romania’s Marco 
Tempestini will have other ideas as he bids to make up 
for his early exit in Açores in his Subaru Impreza R4 STI. 
Meanwhile, fellow Subaru representative José L Barrios 

and Lancer pilot Armide Martin both have plenty of event 
knowledge to call on.
 Joan Vinyes and Suzuki Motor Iberica team-mate 
Gorka Antxustegi are expected to head the battle for IRC 
2WD Cup honours once again following their one-two fi nish 
in Canarias in 2011. But they will face strong opposition from 
Honda Civic driver Angel Marrero and Yeray Lemes (M-Sport 
Ford Fiesta).
 After they both failed to fi nish the season-opener 
in Açores, Robert Consani and Harry Hunt will be aiming to 
bounce back with strong results in Canarias. While Hunt, 
the 2010 IRC 2WD Cup champion, scored points on the 
event last season, Consani is a Canarias newcomer. He’s 
also switching from the Renault Clio he used in Azores to 
a Renault Mégane RS. Elsewhere, Bulgarian lady driver 
Ekaterina Stratieva begins her 2012 IRC 2WD Cup campaign 
in Canarias.

EVENT ESSENTIALS:
Starts: Las Palmas, 07:00hrs, Friday 16 March
Finishes: Las Palmas, 18:15hrs, Saturday 17 March
Base and service park: Las Palmas, Gran Canaria 
Surface: Asphalt
Entries received: 31 
IRC appearances: two (2010 and 2011)
Stages: 15 
Stages: 240.92km; Liaison: 519.47km; Total: 760.39km
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Sebastien Loeb, Daniel Elena and the Citroën World 
Rally Team have claimed their sixth victory at the 
World Rally Championship’s Rally Guanajato Mexico.
 The eight-time World Champions mastered their 
tactics to perfection over all three days of competition, with 
Loeb also avoiding trouble that seemed to befall his rivals 
and took no risks on his way to a 42.4sec victory over team-
mates Mikko Hirvonen/Jarmo Lehtinen.
 “I am very happy,” said Loeb. “I always win here! 
It is a great result for the team as well, with Mikko fi nishing 
second, a one-two for us.” 

 Hirvonen was also delighted: “I am quite happy with 
the result. It is my fi rst time with this car on gravel and I 
was able to stay on a good pace with Sebastien all the way.”
 Jari-Matti Latvala looked comfortable in third 
position in the leading Ford Fiesta RS WRC until he was 
distracted by Evgeny Novikov’s stricken Ford in the daunting 
Guanjuatito stage. The Finn took avoiding action, thinking 
that the Ford was in the road, but the Russian had actually 
left the road himself and Latvala crashed heavily with the 
loss of over seven minutes. After an FIA inspection of 
the damaged Fiesta, the devastated Finn was not able to 
continue.
 Ford World Rally Team colleagues Norwegian Petter 
Solberg and his Ulster co-driver Chris Patterson – leaders of 

the event after the opening stage – were promoted to the 
fi nal podium position and managed to take the three bonus 
points for winning the fi nal Power Stage. 
 “I am delighted with the position but I am still 
disappointed that I had the four punctures and the brake 
problem,” said Solberg.
 Norwegian Mads Ostberg punctured on SS22 and 
completed the stage on the rim, but managed to fi nish in a 
fi ne fourth overall and Estonia’s Ott Tänak was fi fth. Qatar’s 
Nasser Saleh Al-Attiyah, partnered by the Italian co-driver 
Giovanni Bernacchini, was delighted to confi rm sixth overall 
on an event where he won his fi rst ever WRC special stage.
Portugal’s Armindo Araújo confi rmed seventh in his Mini 
JCW WRC. “I started the rally with the electronic problem 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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and then we improved from the fi rst day,” said Araujo. “I am 
pleased with the Mini. It is the best result of my career in 
Mexico.”
 Sébastien Ogier enjoyed his run in the Skoda Fabia 
S2000, entered by Volkswagen Motorsport, and fi nished in 
eighth overall. Ken Block confi rmed ninth in the Monster Ford 
Fiesta RS WRC. “A nice event, but I did not enjoy sweeping 
the roads,” said the American. “I think the new qualifying 
system kind of screws the privateers, but I learned some 
new stuff with the car.”
 Benito Guerra (Mitsubishi Lancer Evo X) confi rmed 
victory in the PWRC category with a fi ne 11th overall, but 
was beaten to the rank of being the highest-placed Mexican 
fi nisher by tenth-placed Ricardo Trivino (Ford Fiesta RS 
WRC).

Day One, as it unfolded:
First on the road on Day One was Armindo Araujo, leading 
the cars into SS2’s 22.12km mixed surface El Cubilete stage, 
where Ken Block lost time jammed in fi rst gear and SS1 
stage winner Petter Solberg lost considerable time with a 
rear puncture. Hirvonen won SS2 by just 0.8sec from Latvala 
and moved into a one-second lead. Loeb, Neuville and 
Østberg held third, fourth and fi fth places at that time, but 
Loeb was sandbagging his speed.
 “Four kilometres and we had a puncture on the 
right-hand corner,” said a dejected Solberg. The Norwegian 

slipped to 13th overall.
 Latvala won SS3, which wound its way through 
the local silver mines, and moved ahead of Hirvonen by 
01.2sec. Loeb set the second fastest time and maintained 
third, but closed to within 05.5sec of his team-mate. Solberg 
punctured again and dropped another 29.5sec...
 “That was the most diffi cult stage in Mexico,” 
admitted Latvala. “At the beginning it reminded me of 
Cyprus. Then it was very fast at the end. I have a big fi ght 
with Mikko.”
 Loeb set his fi rst fastest time of the event through 
SS4’s Los Mexicanos and maintained third position, as 
Latvala extended his advantage over Hirvonen to 02.2sec. 
Solberg recovered from his woeful start to record the fourth 
quickest time and climbed to tenth.
 But broken front suspension cost Latvala over 30sec 
through the fi fth Ortega stage and he dropped to eighth 
overall, as Hirvonen took the lead and saw his advantage 
trimmed to just 0.6sec by Loeb. Ostberg held third, albeit 
39.9sec adrift of Latvala, and Neuville and Tanak rounded 
off the top fi ve, as crews returned to León for much-needed 
service.
 Later in the day, Block lost over 03min with a 
broken driveshaft but the fourth fastest time moved Solberg 
up to seventh. Paulo Nobre (MINI John Cooper Works 
WRC) was forced out after an accident and Guerra reached 
the end of the SS6 stage with a 13.7sec lead over PWRC 

Championship leader Michal Kosciuszko (Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evo X). Peruvian driver Nicolas Fuchs (Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 
X) was third.
 Event offi cials cancelled the second run through the 
Ortega stage for security reasons after stones were thrown 
at Thierry Neuville’s car during the morning loop. Action 
resumed on schedule with the second El Cubilete special, and 
a resurgent Latvala benefi ted from a rebuilt car to set the 
quickest time. Neuville lost fourth place when he clouted a 
kerbing and the impact wrenched a wheel off his Ford Fiesta, 
as Loeb moved into an overall 02.2sec lead. Skoda’s Kevin 
Abbring never made it out of service: he had been running in 
12th overall before reported fuel pressure issues sidelined his 
Fabia S2000.
 Latvala continued his impressive form through SS7 
and clawed another 04.2sec back on the leading Frenchman, 
who edged a further 01.5sec ahead of Hirvonen. The Finn 
also moved up to fourth place; he passed Tanak and also 
benefi ted from a reported slow puncture for Solberg.
 Latvala gained 08.2sec on Ostberg through SS8 
– where the Norwegian was forced to play football with an 
errant electrical box that had worked loose in his foot well 
on the stage. The Finn also beat leader Loeb by 0.2sec, 
but trailed the defending World Champion by 01m 19.9sec 
heading towards the remaining three short spectator stages. 
Hirvonen maintained second position and needed to claw 
back 04.5sec to tie for the overnight lead.



 Loeb managed to edge 0.8sec further ahead 
through the Monster street stage and eventually reached the 
overnight halt with an advantage over Hirvonen of 11.2 sec.
The León area was affected by a freak, torrential 
thunderstorm less than an hour before the last two super 
special stages, where Al-Attiyah and Atkinson set the fastest 
times because adverse conditions affected several of the 
later crews. The result marked the fi rst ever WRC stage win 
for Al-Attiyah, the former Dakar winner.

Day Two, as it unfolded:
Latvala posted his intent from the outset and set a stunning 
time through the 29.90km Ibarilla stage, the Finn beating 
Hirvonen by 05.3sec and, in so doing, he snatched third 
overall from Ostberg. Hirvonen managed to reduce Loeb’s 
overall lead to 08.7sec. Guerra was suffering from tyre wear 
and kept his PWRC lead, but lost 12th place to a resurgent 
Ken Block. Brazilian Paulo Nobre left the road again and 
retired.
 A clean run and the lack of tyre issues was critical 
in the 41.88km SS14 Otates special stage, and Loeb set 
the fastest time to extend his advantage over Hirvonen to 
18.2sec. Latvala earned the second fastest time to reduce his 
former team-mate’s hold on second place to 67.4sec, but the 
top ten held station on the return to León for service.
 “I am probably going a little too much sideways,” 
admitted Latvala. “We have a different set-up this year for 

Mexico. It is normally set for the faster roads and we did not 
expect so much twisty. I cannot catch the top two with the 
difference. I just need to keep the pressure on.”
 But keeping the pressure on came with its own risks 
and Latvala clouted a rock 4km into the re-run of the Ibarilla 
stage and collected a puncture. He was forced to complete 
the stage on the shredding front tyre and the lost time 
pushed him 03sec behind Solberg – into fourth overall – and 
enabled Ostberg to close to within 01.8sec of fourth overall.
Loeb was his usual calm and determined self and another 
fastest time stretched his lead over Hirvonen to 21.7sec. 
Tänak also punctured on the tricky stage and reached the 
fi nish still in sixth overall, but a mere 04.2sec in front of 
Novikov’s similar Ford Fiesta... Guerra strengthened his grip 
on the PWRC category when series leader Kosciuszko was 
delayed on the road section to SS15 and ultimately retired 
soon afterwards after removing a wheel.
 A resurgent Latvala was quickest through the 
second Otates stage and regained third position from 
Solberg. Loeb admitted that he had taken it easy over the 
last few kilometres to avoid damaging the car and his tyres 
on some larger rocks in the track, but he still managed to 
extend his overall lead over Hirvonen to 28.7sec.
 Atkinson crossed the fl ying fi nish line and was given 
a stage time, but he clouted a banking, spun across the 
track, reversed and was forced to park his damaged Ford at 
the side of the stage after brake issues. He had been beaten 

on the special by Al-Attiyah in any case and the Qatari duly 
climbed to eighth position. In the other close battle within 
the top ten, Tänak extended his hold on sixth over Novikov 
to 05.8sec.
 Loeb erred on the side of caution through the 
17.91km of the fi rst Comanjilla stage and admitted that 
other cars had been fl icking a few stones into the track, 
which could have caused problems. Latvala duly set the 
fastest time and beat Hirvonen by over 12.0sec into the 
bargain, but the Citroën duo remained well clear in fi rst and 
second overall.
 Two runs through the 2.21km super special stage 
were merged, rather than run them both as individual 
entities, and Loeb and Solberg set the equal fastest time of 
3m 14.3sec. There were no major dramas for the leaders 
and Loeb headed to the last stage of the day – the rerun of 
the Comanjilla stage – with an overall lead of 36.5sec.
 Novikov took a wheel off his Ford Fiesta and was 
unable to go any further. His demise promoted Al-Attiyah to 
seventh, Araújo to eighth, Ogier to ninth and Ken Block into 
the unoffi cial top ten. Latvala set the quickest time, but the 
day belonged to Loeb – the Frenchman had a lead of 36.2sec 
to take into the fi nal day.

Day Three, as it unfolded:
Loeb began the fi nal day’s four special stages with a 36.2sec 
overall lead, but it was Neuville who opened the day’s 



proceedings through the 4.42km super special stage in his 
Citroën Junior World Rally Team DS3. He lined up alongside 
Australia’s Chris Atkinson for the benefi t of the four laps of 
the Autodromo spectator stage.
 Preserving the tyres was an important factor, with 
three punishing gravel stages to follow, and Neuville set the 
fastest time of 3m 12.5sec to record his fi rst ever WRC stage 
win. Block stalled on the start line and Loeb beat Hirvonen to 
extend his overall lead to 36.5sec. 
 “It was the biggest honour in my career to be on 
the stage against Sébastien (Loeb) and the best team in the 
world,” enthused Brazilian driver Paulo Nobre.
The mammoth 54.3km Guanajuatito special was next on the 
agenda, although Hirvonen had openly admitted that the 
fast, fl owing nature of the longest timed test of the entire 
event would make it less of a challenge than the Ibarilla and 
Otates stages everyone had tackled on Saturday.
 Hirvonen may have been confi dent, but the stage 
provided the drama of the rally: Atkinson pulled out with a 
broken damper 20km into the special, Novikov left the road 
and retired from 11th place and Al-Attiyah set the early 

target time of 36m 51.1sec. Solberg managed to beat the 
Qatari, but Hirvonen pipped Loeb by 0.7sec to set the fastest 
time. Ostberg punctured and fi nished the stage on the rim, 
but Latvala’s determined charge to try and pressurise the 
leading duo came to an end when he rolled his Ford Fiesta 
and lost over 7min. He dropped to seventh overall.
 “I saw from far away Novikov’s car and I was very 
confused,” said the Finn. “I fi rst thought the car was on the 
road and I made a movement to avoid it and my car went 
off, away, and rolled. It took a lot to get it back on the road. 
I think I can continue, but I lost a lot of points.”
 Unfortunately for the Finn, an FIA technical offi cial 
would not let the Finn start the penultimate Derramadero 
stage, because of damage to the roll cage, and Latvala’s 
misery was complete. Loeb pipped Solberg to the fastest 
time and headed into the Power Stage with a 41.0sec lead 
over Hirvonen. But Ford had something to smile about after 
the Power Stage: Solberg managed to set the fastest time 
and pick up the three bonus points, with Loeb taking two 
points for second and Ostberg collecting a bonus point for 
third. Guerra confi rmed the PWRC victory.

WRC Rally Guanajato Mexico Final Classifi cation:
01) S. Loeb/D. Elena 
      Citroën DS3 WRC – 04h 15m 32.7s
02) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen 
      Citroën DS3 WRC + 42.4s
03) P. Solberg/C. Patterson 
      Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 02m 11.4s
04) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson 
      Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 04m 51.5s
05) O. Tänak/K. Sikk 
      Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 05m 02.6s
06) N. Al-Attiyah/G. Bernacchini 
      Citroën DS3 WRC + 06m 41.6s
07) A. Araújo/M. Ramalho 
      Mini JCW WRC + 12m 46.9s
08) S. Ogier/J. Ingrassia 
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 14m 57.8s
09) K. Block/A. Gelsomino 
      Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 22m 26.8s
10) R. Trivino/A. Haro 
      Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 23m 30.7s
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